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The Future is Here:
Knowledge-Powered Data Science

■ Focus shifted from data to models
• Model characterization, reuse, and integration

■ Need to incorporate model-centered science 
knowledge about phenomena and context
• Knowledge about physical, geological, chemical, 

biological, ecological, and anthropomorphic 
factors

• Knowledge about the user goals and context
■ This would enable novel forms of reasoning, 

integrating, visualizing, managing, learning, and 
discovery with geosciences data





Outline

■ The need for integrated modeling in geosciences

■ Diversity of models across disciplines

■ MINT: knowledge-powered data science for integrated 
modeling

■ Intelligent systems for geosciences



Understanding Natural-Human System Interactions:
Water Use, Land Cover Changes, Food Insecurity,…
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A Grand Challenge for Geospatial Data 
Science

■ Integrating pairs of natural models is very hard
• Eg, surface water models + ground water models

■ Integrating natural and human models is even harder
• Eg, agriculture + socioeconomic models of human behavior

Economic 
Models

Natural 
Models

Social
Models

Infrastructure 
Models

Agriculture 
Models

Planet Texas 2050
Credit: Deana Pennington, Cybershare Project, UT El Paso

■ Increased demand
■ Months or years
■ Currently a craft

Integrated Modeling



Outline

■ The need for integrated modeling in geosciences

■ Diversity of models across disciplines

■ MINT: knowledge-powered data science for integrated 
modeling

■ Intelligent systems for geosciences



A Representative Hydrology Model

■ PIHM hydrology model
• Needs data on essential 

terrestrial variables: slope, 
vegetation, etc.

• Generates discharge, 
flooding



A Representative Agriculture Model

without having to modify code for any other
module. The application driver communicates
with only one module*/the Land Unit module
as shown in Fig. 2. The Land Unit Module
provides the interface between the application
driver (main program) and all of the components
that interact in a uniform area of land.

Table 1 lists the primary and sub modules
currently used in the CSM and summarizes their
functions. There are two important points to be
made about this table. First, sub modules operate
exactly like Primary modules. Each sub module
will usually perform six steps, and thus it can be
replaced by another module that can operate with
its defined input interface variables and produce
the defined module output interface variables.
Thus, the concept of ‘interface’ variables is critical
to the modular approach used in DSSAT!/CSM.
There can be additional levels of sub modules,
each behaving the same way. For example, the
CERES-Maize sub module could have a phenol-
ogy sub module. One could unplug this phenology
module, for example, and introduce a new one, if
desired, without changing the rest of the CERES-
Maize module. Any module or sub module can

also have other subroutines as needed; there are no
technical restrictions about how simple or complex
a module should be.
The second important point is that there are two

different ways of introducing new crops into the
DSSAT!/CSM. One can introduce a new module
for a crop by interfacing it with the Plant module.
This is the approach that was used to interface the
CERES and other models, which were operated as
stand-alone crop models in DSSAT v3.5, such as
potato, cassava, sugarcane, and sunflower. In this
approach, a model developer would create the
code for the crop growth module, adhering to the
interface for the Plant module described below,
and simply add it to the rest of the code. An
advantage of this approach is that it enables one to
easily test a model from outside the DSSAT group.
The second way to introduce a new crop is
through the use of a Crop Template approach.
This can be implemented with the CROPGRO
approach and allows users to modify values in a
species Crop Template file without changing any
code. The CROPGRO development team has used
this approach in creating models for different
species, including faba bean (Boote et al., 2002),

Fig. 2. Overview of the components and modular structure of the DSSAT!/CSM.

J.W. Jones et al. / Europ. J. Agronomy 18 (2003) 235!/265 239



A Representative Social Model



Modeling in Different Disciplines: Diversity of 
Approaches

Economic 
Models

Natural 
Models

Social
Models

Agriculture 
Models

• Modeling methodology
• Empirical (from prior data)
• Mechanistic (first principles)
• Mixed

• Representative models
• Many dimensions of diversity

• Model variables
• Some standards in some domains

• Data requirements and availability
• Integration approaches

• Very diverse



Integrated Modeling: 
Bridging Across Disciplines

Interleaved Execution
Sliced execution by time tic: 

first one model, then another, 
in a round-robin way

eg: CSDMS

Implicit Interleaving
Collection of equations that

are designed to be solved together, 
then a solver runs them.

eg: CGE economic models

Interleaved Behavior
Individual agents proceed 

based on information made 
available to their 

simulation environment

Ex: agent-based frameworksCode Merging
MPI code to implement all 

models
eg: earthquake simulations

Result Chaining
The result of a model is input 

to another model, as in a 
workflow

eg: pSIMS, CEMSA

Output Comparison
Results from several models (or 
the same model) are aggregated 

(eg, an ensemble)
eg: regional weather prediction

Output Analysis
Same model is run with many 
configurations or parameter 

values, to do parameter 
estimation, sensitivity analysis, 

or uncertainty quantification

Code Parallelization
The model is implemented 

as parallel code (eg to 
process each grid cell 

separately)

Model 
Coupling

Model 
Combination

Model 
Distribution

Shared Memory
Models share a R/W memory

eg: Synthetic Information

Integrated Behavior
Agents are given several 

behavior models that 
determine their actions

Diversity across disciplines:
• Modeling approaches
• Representative models
• Model variables
• Integration frameworks

Economic 
Models

Natural 
Models

Social
Models

Agriculture 
Models

Infrastructure 
Models

Model 
selection
Variable 
mapping

Data ingestion

Runtime 
coordination

Problem 
framing

Mediation at many levels



How Can We Facilitate Model Integration?

Model 
selection

Variable 
mapping

Data 
ingestion

Problem 
framing Manual definition

Manual selection

Manual mapping

Disconnected tools

Very diverse scope

Very diverse approaches

Very diverse variables

Very diverse data needs
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■ MINT: knowledge-powered data science for integrated 
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■ Intelligent systems for geosciences



Knowledge-Powered Data Science for 
Integrated Modeling

Model 
selection

Variable 
mapping

Data 
ingestion

Problem 
framing

Semantic descriptions 
of models and 
assumptions
Ontologies of 
variables and relations

Knowledge-guided information
extraction and integration

Structured frameworks
for scenario scoping



MINT: Model INTegration [Gil et al iEMSs’18]
Collaboration with Daniel Garijo, Deborah Khider, Craig Knoblock, Ewa Deelman, Rafael Ferreira (USC/ISI), Vipin 
Kumar (UM), Scott  Peckham (CU), Chris Duffy & Armen Kemanian (PSU), Kelly Cobourn (VT), Suzanne Pierce (UT)

Principled	Ontologies

• Biophysical	models	based	on	expert	scientific	
knowledge	
- Climate,	hydrology,	agriculture,	economics

• Machine	learning	models	from	historical	data
• Models	built	from	text	extraction	(WM	TA1)

• Spatiotemporal	queries
• Data	transformations

Albedo

Soil	
moisture

Soil	
quality

Precipitation

Commodity	 	
prices

Property	
rights

Market	
access

Crop/forest	
yields

Land	use

Household
type

Fertilizer	
subsidies

Causal	Analysis	Graph	(CAG)	
contains	variables	of	interest

Model	Graph	has	selected	
quantitative	models	for	CAG	variables

Workflow	identifies	data	sources	
&	includes	data	transformations	

MINT	Model	CatalogMINT	Data	Catalog

User	creates	scenarios	
and	guides	the	model	
integration	process

Results	and	
ProvenanceReports	(	eg,	

flood	index)

Uncertainty	
analysis
(WM	TA3)

Model	&	Data	
Selection

Model	
Parameterization

Workflow	
Execution

Workflow	
Composition

MINT	Model	 Integration

Deep	
Learning	

for	
Remote	
Sensing	
Data

http://mint-project.info
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TGDS: Theory-Guided Data Science
[Kumar et al 2017]

■ Machine learning to generate physically consistent models
■ Physics laws guide deep learning 

Corn

Soybean



Physics-Guided Neural Networks (PGNNs) 
[Karpatne et al 2017]

Karpatne et al., “Physics-guided neural 
networks (PGNN): An Application in Lake 

Temperature Modeling,” arXiv: 1710.11431, 2017.
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Automated Data Transformations 
[Knoblock et al 2018]



Table Understanding 
[Vu et al WWW’19]
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Ontologies for Modeling Variables
[Peckham & Stoica 2019]

Object:  Soil
Processes (related to verbs):
Aeration, Bioturbation, Creep, Drainage, Erosion, Fertilization, Formation, Gelifluction, 

Movement, Slumping, Solifluction, Tilling, Weathering

Process Quantities:
creep_speed

erosion_rate

fertilization_time

tilling_depth

State Quantities:
age

alkalinity

brooks-corey_c_parameter

clay_volume_fraction

depth (to bedrock)

hydraulic_conductivity

organic_matter_volume_fraction

porosity

pressure_head

sand_volume_fraction

saturated_hydraulic_conductivity

water_volume_fraction

Properties:
color

fertility

• An index or scale 

numerically quantifies a 

property (eg, drought

index, flood index)

• Index is a subclass of 

Quantity

• Property names are 

nominalizations of 

adjectives.

• Quantity is a subclass of 

Property.  (Numerical, 

often has units.)

• A pairing of an object

with a quantity is a 

variable.
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Knowledge-Rich Catalogs of Models
[Garijo et al eScience 2019]

1. Model invocation
2. Data formats
3. Model variables
4. Constraints
5. Adjustable parameters
6. Interventions

Model Catalog



1) Model Invocation

■ Configuration: selected processes
■ Setup: calibrated for specific areas



2) Data Formats



3) Model Variables

■ Ontology of standard scientific names [Peckham iEMSs 2014; 
Peckham & Stoica 2019]

• Eg SSN: watershed_outlet_water__volume_outflow_rate is 
more precise than “streamflow” or “discharge”



4) Constraints and Preconditions

■ Daily rainfall data vs monthly rainfall data

Must use the same forecast dataset



5) Drivers and Adjustable Parameters

■ Drivers are typically input data files (eg weather forecast)
■ Adjustable parameters are those useful to explore what-if 

scenarios



6) Interventions

■ Associated with specific input parameters



Knowledge-Rich Catalogs of Models
[Garijo et al eScience 2019]

1. Model invocation
2. Data formats
3. Model variables
4. Constraints
5. Adjustable parameters
6. Interventions

and much more!!

Model Catalog
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Decision Making Process
[Pierce et al 2019]

DECISION MAKING STEPS:
1. Frame: Recognize and identify key issues
2. Focus: Define the context, key variables,  reference behaviors, and decision problem
3. Model: Construct/Run Analysis Pipeline – run base case
4. Search: Explore solution space, consider interventions
5. Rank/Filter: Select interesting solutions
6. Analyze: Create summary of solutions explored, assess uncertainty
7. Judge: Adjudicate possible actions
8. Bargain: Consider tradeoffs
9. Choice: Make recommendation, take action,  converge on decisions
Iterate to refine/reframe/refocus  modeling goals

Focus Model

Search Rank
Bargain

Judge

ChoiceFrame Analyze1 2 3

4 5

6

7

8

9



Knowledge-Driven Problem Framing: 
Indicators and Adjustable Variables



Forecasting and Interventions

11

Variables:

Processes and Configurations: 

12

The models below generate data that includes the response variables that you selected earlier: European Flooding Index.  
Other models that are available do not generate that kind of result.

Identify variables of interest

Identify variables of interest

Compare models

1

2

3

13

Set up and run model

Adjust model to explore interventions, identify problem areas 

Prepare modeling 
products for analyst

4

5

6

• Subsidies for sorghum fertilizer will decrease sesame production
• If sorghum prices fall, sesame and maize production increase
• If sesame prices fall, groundnuts production will increase



MINT User Interaction

The models below generate data that includes the response variables that you selected earlier: European Flooding Index.  
Other models that are available do not generate that kind of result.

Identify results of interest

Identify relevant models

1

2



MINT User Interaction (Cont’d)

Set up and run models4

Adjust model to explore 
interventions, identify 
problem areas 

5
Find and transform datasets3



Future Work in MINT

■ Causal models
■ Forecasting
■ Interventions
■ Uncertainty
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Knowledge-Powered Data Science for 
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• Knowledge-guided machine learning
• Knowledge-rich catalogs of models and data
• Knowledge-driven problem framing  



Outline

■ The need for integrated modeling in geosciences

■ Diversity of models across disciplines

■ MINT: knowledge-powered data science for integrated 
modeling

■ Intelligent systems for geosciences





Report of the 
2015 NSF Workshop on 
Intelligent Systems for

Geosciences

March 26-27, 2015
Arlington VA

Co-Chairs:
Yolanda Gil (gil@isi.edu)

Suzanne Pierce (suzpierce@jsg.utexas.edu)

http://www.IS-GEO.org



Trusted Threads

Model-Driven Sensing

Theory-Guided Learning

• Selective data collection
• Inaccessible locations
• Optimize experimental design

• Many locations & data types
• Georeferenced & curated data
• Interlinked information

• Large but minuscule datasets
• Extreme events
• Multiple scales

• Interactive model building
• Synthesis studies
• Specify high-level research questions

Interactive Workspaces

AI Opportunities Across Scales



Open Knowledge Networks

Common 
entities

Crowdsourced
vocabularies

Scientific data
repositories

Software and 
models

Data analysis 
processes

Collaborative
methods

Execution 
provenance

Automated
data analysis and 
discoveries

Model
integration

Open reproducible
publications



The Future is Here:
Knowledge-Powered Data Science
■ Focus shifted from data to models

• Model characterization, reuse, and integration
■ Need to incorporate model-centered science 

knowledge about phenomena and context
• Knowledge about physical, geological, chemical, 

biological, ecological, and anthropomorphic 
factors

• Knowledge about the user goals and context
■ This would enable novel forms of reasoning, 

integrating, visualizing, managing, learning, and 
discovery with geosciences data

Continue the conversation at http://www.IS-GEO.org



A 20-Year Community Roadmap for  
Artificial Intelligence Research in the USBegin forwarded message:

From: AAAI Press <publications19@aaai.org>
Subject: Recap
Date: July 8, 2019 at 3:52:40 PM PDT
To: Carol McKenna Hamilton <hamilton@aaai.org>

Could you check this for me?

Hi Denise,

While it is fresh in my mind, I wanted to provide you with a recap on the AAAI proceedings work done.

Some sections of the proceedings were better than others, which is to be expected because authors in some subject areas are less likely to use figures, the use of which is a significant factor in error rate. 

The vision section was an excellent example of this variability. The number of problems in this section was quite high. Although I only called out 13 papers for additional corrections, there were many problems that I simply let go. What continues to be an issue, is why the team didn’t catch many of these errors before compilation began. For example, some of the errors involved the use of the caption package, as well as the existence of setlength commands. These are errors that should have been discovered and corrected before compilation. 

As I’ve mentioned before, running search routines on the source of all the papers in a given section saves a great deal of time because, in part, it insures consistency. 
That is something that has been decidedly lacking with regard to how these papers have been (or haven’t been) corrected. It is a cause for concern because the error rate should have been improving, not getting worse.

Another, more serious problem involves the introduction of errors (adding declarations to the preamble or code to the paper that are specifically disallowed) to papers that were *not* sent back to the author, and which were originally fine.

That was what happened on all the source files that I requested from you.

I will take AAAI-WangC.289 in the NLP section as an example, a paper that was not over length:

In the preamble to this paper, someone on the team added 

\thispagestyle{plain}
\pagestyle{plain}

to the preamble — a set of declarations that should be stripped, not added. This code was not in the original submission from the author.

That person also added negative vspace — again, a declaration that should be stripped, not added.

This is what the author submitted on 2 February 19
 
\begin{figure}
\centering
\subfigure[Varying \#hidden layers]{
\includegraphics[width=0.2\textwidth]{exp1-bless-depth}}
\subfigure[Varying \#hidden units]{
\includegraphics[width=0.2\textwidth]{exp1-bless-width}}
\caption{Change of performance in term of accuracy when the neural network architecture varies over BLESS dataset.}
\label{fig:exp1-net}
\end{figure}
 
This is what the team did to figure 2: (note the -3pt)
 
\begin{figure}
\centering
\subfloat[Varying \#hidden layers]{
\includegraphics[width=0.2\textwidth]{exp1-bless-depth}}
\subfloat[Varying \#hidden units]{
\includegraphics[width=0.2\textwidth]{exp1-bless-width}}
\caption{Change of performance in term of accuracy when the neural network architecture varies over BLESS dataset.}
\label{fig:exp1-net}{\vspace*{-3pt}}
\end{figure}
 
 
This is what the author submitted for table 7 (note the -15 point):
 
\begin{table}
\centering
\begin{scriptsize}
\begin{tabular}{lll lll}
\hline
\bf Hypo. & \bf Hyper. & \bf Score & \bf Hypo. & \bf Hyper. & \bf Score\\
\hline
petrol & provision & 0.908 & wildfires & threat & 0.845\\
handicrafts & business & 0.872 & \bf steroids & \bf alternative & \bf 0.813\\
pantsuit & product & 0.870 & psychiatrist & profession & 0.808\\
\bf bacteria & \bf measure & \bf 0.864 & tarragon & food & 0.808\\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{scriptsize}
\caption{Examples of newly detected hypernymy relations, together with their scores. Errors are printed in bold.}
\label{tab:exp6b}
\end{table}
 
 
This is what the team did:
 
\begin{table}
\centering
%\begin{scriptsize}
\resizebox{.95\columnwidth}{!}{
\begin{tabular}{lll lll}
\hline
\bf Hypo. & \bf Hyper. & \bf Score & \bf Hypo. & \bf Hyper. & \bf Score\\
\hline
petrol & provision & 0.908 & wildfires & threat & 0.845\\
handicrafts & business & 0.872 & \bf steroids & \bf alternative & \bf 0.813\\
pantsuit & product & 0.870 & psychiatrist & profession & 0.808\\
\bf bacteria & \bf measure & \bf 0.864 & tarragon & food & 0.808\\
\hline
\end{tabular}}
%\end{scriptsize}
\caption{Examples of newly detected hypernymy relations, together with their scores. Errors are printed in bold.}
\label{tab:exp6b}{\vspace*{-15pt}}
\end{table}

The other archives you sent had similar examples, which indicates to me that, at the very least, training and quality control is spotty at best. That the problems showed up at the end of the production, and not the beginning only increases the seriousness of the problem.

Another problem area is the curious issue of overlength papers for which the author has paid for another page, then turning out not to be over length. That has never happened — ever, so somehow these papers are being shortened by the team, or sent back to the authors to be fixed, even though the overlength condition was intentional.

If the author paid for the extra page, no one should be going through and shortening them. 

The xml problems were frankly unexpected. I have uploaded more than 25 year's worth of AI Magazine to OJS, as well as the current SoCS and FLAIRS conferences, and never encountered the issues that were apparent with ICAPS, and appear to be apparent with AAAI, because I only made one upload per issue or section. Once it was done, it was done. Individual corrections to papers (there were 13 in ICAPS, for example), should NOT be done by uploading another xml file, but rather by uploading the revised PDF via the OJS program itself. And why would that even be necessary? XML should be done at the end, after all the revisions and corrections to papers are complete — not before. 

A final area of difficulty for me was staying on top of the proofs. Proofs were not submitted in a steady flow, as I had expected given the timeline, but rather at irregular intervals. That made workflow at this end quite difficult to manage.  I received a huge number of sections at the end of the process, and did not receive the largest sections until the very end of the process, when they came all at once. That made checking difficult, and heading off potential difficulties impossible.

I am mentioning these problems because I really would like 

Begin forwarded message:

From: AAAI Press <publications19@aaai.org>
Subject: Recap
Date: July 8, 2019 at 3:52:40 PM PDT
To: Carol McKenna Hamilton <hamilton@aaai.org>

Could you check this for me?

Hi Denise,

While it is fresh in my mind, I wanted to provide you with a recap on the AAAI proceedings work done.

Some sections of the proceedings were better than others, which is to be expected because authors in some subject areas are less likely to use figures, the use of which is a significant factor in error rate. 

The vision section was an excellent example of this variability. The number of problems in this section was quite high. Although I only called out 13 papers for additional corrections, there were many problems that I simply let go. What continues to be an issue, is why the team didn’t catch many of these errors before compilation began. For example, some of the errors involved the use of the caption package, as well as the existence of setlength commands. These are errors that should have been discovered and corrected before compilation. 

As I’ve mentioned before, running search routines on the source of all the papers in a given section saves a great deal of time because, in part, it insures consistency. 
That is something that has been decidedly lacking with regard to how these papers have been (or haven’t been) corrected. It is a cause for concern because the error rate should have been improving, not getting worse.

Another, more serious problem involves the introduction of errors (adding declarations to the preamble or code to the paper that are specifically disallowed) to papers that were *not* sent back to the author, and which were originally fine.

That was what happened on all the source files that I requested from you.

I will take AAAI-WangC.289 in the NLP section as an example, a paper that was not over length:

In the preamble to this paper, someone on the team added 

\thispagestyle{plain}
\pagestyle{plain}

to the preamble — a set of declarations that should be stripped, not added. This code was not in the original submission from the author.

That person also added negative vspace — again, a declaration that should be stripped, not added.

This is what the author submitted on 2 February 19
 
\begin{figure}
\centering
\subfigure[Varying \#hidden layers]{
\includegraphics[width=0.2\textwidth]{exp1-bless-depth}}
\subfigure[Varying \#hidden units]{
\includegraphics[width=0.2\textwidth]{exp1-bless-width}}
\caption{Change of performance in term of accuracy when the neural network architecture varies over BLESS dataset.}
\label{fig:exp1-net}
\end{figure}
 
This is what the team did to figure 2: (note the -3pt)
 
\begin{figure}
\centering
\subfloat[Varying \#hidden layers]{
\includegraphics[width=0.2\textwidth]{exp1-bless-depth}}
\subfloat[Varying \#hidden units]{
\includegraphics[width=0.2\textwidth]{exp1-bless-width}}
\caption{Change of performance in term of accuracy when the neural network architecture varies over BLESS dataset.}
\label{fig:exp1-net}{\vspace*{-3pt}}
\end{figure}
 
 
This is what the author submitted for table 7 (note the -15 point):
 
\begin{table}
\centering
\begin{scriptsize}
\begin{tabular}{lll lll}
\hline
\bf Hypo. & \bf Hyper. & \bf Score & \bf Hypo. & \bf Hyper. & \bf Score\\
\hline
petrol & provision & 0.908 & wildfires & threat & 0.845\\
handicrafts & business & 0.872 & \bf steroids & \bf alternative & \bf 0.813\\
pantsuit & product & 0.870 & psychiatrist & profession & 0.808\\
\bf bacteria & \bf measure & \bf 0.864 & tarragon & food & 0.808\\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{scriptsize}
\caption{Examples of newly detected hypernymy relations, together with their scores. Errors are printed in bold.}
\label{tab:exp6b}
\end{table}
 
 
This is what the team did:
 
\begin{table}
\centering
%\begin{scriptsize}
\resizebox{.95\columnwidth}{!}{
\begin{tabular}{lll lll}
\hline
\bf Hypo. & \bf Hyper. & \bf Score & \bf Hypo. & \bf Hyper. & \bf Score\\
\hline
petrol & provision & 0.908 & wildfires & threat & 0.845\\
handicrafts & business & 0.872 & \bf steroids & \bf alternative & \bf 0.813\\
pantsuit & product & 0.870 & psychiatrist & profession & 0.808\\
\bf bacteria & \bf measure & \bf 0.864 & tarragon & food & 0.808\\
\hline
\end{tabular}}
%\end{scriptsize}
\caption{Examples of newly detected hypernymy relations, together with their scores. Errors are printed in bold.}
\label{tab:exp6b}{\vspace*{-15pt}}
\end{table}

The other archives you sent had similar examples, which indicates to me that, at the very least, training and quality control is spotty at best. That the problems showed up at the end of the production, and not the beginning only increases the seriousness of the problem.

Another problem area is the curious issue of overlength papers for which the author has paid for another page, then turning out not to be over length. That has never happened — ever, so somehow these papers are being shortened by the team, or sent back to the authors to be fixed, even though the overlength condition was intentional.

If the author paid for the extra page, no one should be going through and shortening them. 

The xml problems were frankly unexpected. I have uploaded more than 25 year's worth of AI Magazine to OJS, as well as the current SoCS and FLAIRS conferences, and never encountered the issues that were apparent with ICAPS, and appear to be apparent with AAAI, because I only made one upload per issue or section. Once it was done, it was done. Individual corrections to papers (there were 13 in ICAPS, for example), should NOT be done by uploading another xml file, but rather by uploading the revised PDF via the OJS program itself. And why would that even be necessary? XML should be done at the end, after all the revisions and corrections to papers are complete — not before. 

A final area of difficulty for me was staying on top of the proofs. Proofs were not submitted in a steady flow, as I had expected given the timeline, but rather at irregular intervals. That made workflow at this end quite difficult to manage.  I received a huge number of sections at the end of the process, and did not receive the largest sections until the very end of the process, when they came all at once. That made checking difficult, and heading off potential difficulties impossible.

I am mentioning these problems because I really would like 
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